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Well, what a strange world we are living in right now!  Full of woes, worries, sadness and 

grief.  But what about all the wonderful things that are happening?  People helping each 
other, sacrificing things – we have all heard about the priest who died because he gave up 

his ventilator so a younger person to live.  I have lots of neighbours who are offering to do 
our shopping for us, walk our dogs, go to the pharmacy, cook us meals…the list goes on.  

Luckily, we are ok but so grateful for all the offers.  Our village has set up a Facebook 
page where people are offering help, making suggestions to entertain or school the 

children and just as importantly, posting things to make us laugh and keep our spirits up.  
Thought I would share a few with you all.  Stay strong, stay safe, stay happy! 

Just asked a 6 year old if they understand why there is no school. 

Response? 

"Because there's no Toilet Paper" 
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                            Orders taken! 

 
Christine and Tobias 

BREAKING NEWS ... 
 

John Travolta was hospitalized for suspected 
COVID-19, but doctors now confirm that it was 

only Saturday Night Fever, and they assure 
everyone that he is Staying Alive. 
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Our last meeting took place on 24th February. As before, we began our meeting with a short time 
of bible study, using the Gospel reading set for the following Sunday. This was the ‘second outing’ 
for two members of Vestry so they were well prepared to add their thoughts and reflections! 
 
On the morning of our Vestry meeting, Peter Croft, David Hill and I had met with Bishop Ian and 
other diocesan officials for an initial discussion about the serious financial issues that our church 
faces. As a result, the Bishop kindly agreed to meet with members of Vestry to help us in our 
thinking as we try to meet the challenges of maintaining full-time ministry at St Paul’s with our 
shrinking finances. Naturally both the weekend of prayer and this diocesan follow-up meeting 
have been victims of the current national ‘lockdown’ amid the COVID-19 pandemic. We will 
reschedule this vital source of diocesan support later on in the year when it is safe to do so. 
 
We had a good crowd who came to the Shrove Tuesday pancake party held in the Meeting 
Room, the first at church for many years. A huge thanks to those who helped make it happen and, 
despite the quality of my own batter mixture(!), people seemed to enjoy fellowship together! Little 
did we know that this would be one of the last times we could meet together in person for a while. 
 
As a result of Peter Croft’s sterling work, we secured sufficient funds from the Province to 
undertake essential repointing work to the church’s west wall. This is now almost complete and will 
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hopefully make a significant difference to moisture levels that have, for so long, plagued the 
church’s internal plaster and paintwork. Of course, all other repairs and improvements to our 
fabric will have to go ‘on hold’ for the time being. 
 
Vestry made a decision recently to improve security of the old tin hall, now hosting the FoodBank. 
The Broke Not Broken committee have shared genuine and understandable concerns of potential 
theft of food stocks in these difficult times. Security cameras will be installed, at least temporarily, 
as a suitable deterrent. 
 
As Chair, may I relay to you the Vestry’s profound love and prayers for the significant challenges 
that continue to face all of us in so many ways. 

Fr David as Chair 

 
Well I never expected to have to write this report effectively confined to my own house but these 
are difficult times we are facing. I cannot understand those putting themselves and others at risk 
by flouting the social distancing advice we have been given. Rant over let me tell you how our 
finances are being affected. 
 
Clearly we are not receiving our collections each week and it would be most helpful if you could 
continue to put on one side the money you would have put on the plate as cash or in an envelope 
each week and bring that in when services in church are resumed. We have already had a couple 
of generous offers to combat that loss by increasing their standing order or by sending a cheque.  
 
We will also suffer a substantial loss on income from letting out the new hall. On the other side our 
expenses will not reduce that much as we continue to pay Father David, the Diocese, the council 
and our insurance company. Our electricity costs may be a little lower. 
Our investments have also been hit being some £9,000 lower than our year end last September. 
This will affect our income from them too but we would hope that the capital sum will come back 
once the crisis is over. 
 
Well stay safe everyone and keep in contact whichever way you can. Perhaps try our online quiz 
when we get it set up. 
 
 

Peter Croft 

Every one of us is living through quite extraordinary and very anxious times. Of course people’s 
health and wellbeing have to be prioritised and this national ‘lockdown’ will have huge 
consequences for all community activities, including our own at St Paul’s. The services and events 
listed below will be available as livestreams via ‘Zoom’. Please see our website and Facebook 
page for updated information as and when we have it to publish. 
 
In the meantime, please be assured of our prayers and intercessions, especially if COVID-19 has 
directly affected you and your family. We live in hope that this health emergency will be over 
speedily and affect as few people as possible. 
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May the road rise up to meet you. 
May the wind be always at your back. 

May the sun shine warm upon your face; 
the rains fall soft upon your fields and until we meet again, 

may God hold you in the palm of His hand. 
 
HOLY WEEK & EASTER 
 
April 5th: PALM SUNDAY 
9.30am Holy Communion with Blessing of the Palms and Reading of the Passion by members of the 
congregation 
 
April 8th: Holy Wednesday 
7.30pm Thanksgiving and Commemoration for our Dearly Departed 
A relaxed, meditative candlelit service with space to reflect and remember. 
 
April 9th: MAUNDY THURSDAY 
7.30pm Holy Communion and Stripping the Altar 
 
April 10th: GOOD FRIDAY 
12 Noon – 3pm ‘The Passion of Jesus’, a pre-recorded livestream of the story of Good Friday. 
Please see the Wintershall Facebook page for further details. 
(https://www.facebook.com/Wintershallplay/) 
 
April 11th: EASTER VIGIL 
9pm A shortened Easter Vigil by candlelight 
 
April 12th:: EASTER DAY 
9.30am Family Holy Communion for Easter Day 

 
April 19th: Easter 2 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
April 26th: Easter 3 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
May 3rd: Easter 4 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
May 10th: Easter 5 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
May 17th: Easter 6 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
May 24th: Easter 7 
9.30am Holy Communion 
 
May 31st: DAY OF PENTECOST 
9.30am Holy Communion 
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Friends, I send you here my warmest greetings for this spring edition of the church magazine. I 
would like to begin by thanking everyone involved in its production for ‘keeping calm and 
carrying on’ in these uniquely strange and worrying times. I have enjoyed a leisurely reading of 
interesting articles in previous publications. However, I am now keenly aware that our magazine 
team’s work will become increasingly vital in maintaining a sense of community whilst we wait to 
be reunited again in person. We are incredibly lucky that they make this possible. 
 
Although we have become ‘socially distanced’ for the time being, modern technology is helping 
many of us to be together ‘virtually’ in real-time and space. That said, what we write to one 
another is equally important for wider social cohesion and boosting our morale, whether they’re 
web-savvy or not. it is worth remembering that our patron saint St Paul considered himself 
‘present’ among his congregations as they publicly read out the letters he had written to them, 
often from a prison cell. I type these words from the relative comfort of our dining table in the 
third day of the current country-wide ‘lockdown’. Bella is busy doing homework set remotely by 
her teacher and Hector is napping before spending an afternoon in the garden. Like many parents 
across the nation, Anita and I are doing what we can to safeguard our family’s needs and health 
whilst we ‘work from home’! 
 
As hard as all this will undoubtedly become, I am very relieved that the decision that we should 
‘stay at home’ and keep being out and about to a minimum was made. Dog walks for our lurcher 
Sheba will have to continue but it is rather sad when normal friendly banter between owners is 
replaced by avoidance and perhaps even suspicion. Amid all the grim realities of this terrible 
pandemic, there are some positive consequences of all this. 
 
As we all suspend having friends round for coffee or meeting up with them for lunch or pausing for 
a chat in the supermarket, we join with people of all faiths in living out Jesus’ Great commandment 
- ‘Love your neighbour as yourself’. This devastating outbreak of COVID-19 is making an 
individualistic and self-absorbed world realise that every one of us has a critical role to play in 
keeping other people safe. If this is a lasting lesson of our generation, we will have found some 
meaning to an otherwise senseless waste of life. 
 
The local roads and even the motorway that skirts around Milnathort are eerily quiet. There is 
much less need to rush to and from work. The massive inconveniences and loss of liberty for ¼ of 
our world’s entire population that this pandemic is causing are also providing our planet with a 
long-awaited breathing space. In the absence of political willingness to address the causes of this 
Climate Crisis, this has become an opportunity for the polluted atmosphere and rapidly melting 
sea ice to recover, even a little. 
 
I’ve no doubt that this magazine will be another excellent publication that will deserve several re-
readings in the coming weeks of an enforced stay at home. As you go through it, may you be 
aware of your neighbour’s care for you and be enfolded by God’s passionate hope-filled love 
that led Jesus to die and rise again for all people in all time and space, now and for all eternity. 
 

Fr David 
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During several weeks in this period the readings do not follow a regular sequence but jump all 
over the place to illuminate Holy Week, Easter, Ascension and Pentecost.  It is instructive to wonder 
why they were chosen for this season.    

Chapter 12-40 of Exodus tell the story of Moses leading the Israelites out of Egypt and 
establishing the institutions that controlled their corporate life in the wilderness.  Various attempts 
have been made to identify this account with historical fact but none are persuasive.  Perhaps 
there was some folk memory of such an exodus and trekking through desert which was written up 
into a coherent narrative, rather as Homer wrote up the legends of Troy.  Just as the discovery of 
treasures in Mycenae gave credence to the Iliad written some 500 years after the collapse of that 
civilisation, so the discovery at Ur of a gold and lapis lazuli statuette  of a goat with its head in a 
thorn tree suggested that the story of Abraham's aborted sacrifice of Isaac had a basis in cultural 
memory.  I heard the other day that Australian aborigine folk memory of an earthquake or 
volcanic eruption in a certain area was borne out by a geological survey of that precise district 
revealing that such a catastrophe occurred 30,000 years ago.  As is well known, many ancient 
cultures talk of a flood which was used by later generations as a background for stories of their 
founding fathers. 
 
I find it best to think of the books of the Torah, the first five of our Old testament, as the reworking 
of legends that were given their present form during the exile in Babylon to provide an 
encouraging parallel with their hoped for return to Jerusalem.  They also provide justification for 
the practices such as circumcision that were introduced during the period of exile to ensure their 
separateness as a people.   

The Gospel readings are particularly mixed up.  About half are taken from Matthew.  For 
Matthew's anti-Jewish stance, please see my article on the verse 27.25, "His blood be on us and 
on our children." 

The lectionary sets passages from many epistles, most of them written by Paul.  For an introduction 
to his writings, please see my article on Paul, recommending a book that sets out his thinking 
clearly.  

The more one reads the Bible, the more one realises what an extraordinary collection of writings it 
contains.  They record the strivings of two communities, first the Jews and then the early church, to 
understand the nature of God and our relationship with him.  We need to continue that striving by 
reading and study to focus our minds on God, "in knowledge of whom stands our eternal life".  

 
David Hill 
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Palm Sunday 5 April   

Sun Is 50.4-9a  Phil 2.5-11 Mt 26.14-27.66 

Mon Lam 1.1-2, 6-12 2 Cor 1.1-7 Mk 11.12-25 

Tue Lam 1.17-22 2 Cor 1.8-22 Mk 11.27-33 

Wed   Lam 2.1-9 2 Cor 1.23-2.11 Mk 12.1-11 

Maundy Thurs Lam 2.10-18 1 C 10.14-17;11.27-
32 

Mk 14.12-25 

Good Friday Lam 3.1-9,19-33 1 Pet 1.10-20 Jn 13.36-38 

Sat Lam 3.27-58 Heb 4.1-16 Rom 8.1-11 

Easter Day 12 April  

Sun Jer 31.1-6  Col 3.1-4 Mt 28.1-10 

Mon Ex 12.1-20 1 Cor 15.1-1 Mk 16.1-8 

Tue Ex 12.21-39 1 Cor 15.12-28 Mk 16.9-20 

Wed Ex 12.40-51 1 Cor 15.29-41 Mt 28.1-16 

Thu Ex 13.1-16 1 Cor 15.41-50 Mt 28.16-20 

Fri Ex 13.17-14.4 1 Cor 15.51-58 Lk 24.1-12 

Sat Ex 14.5-22 2 Cor 4.16-5.10 Mk 12.18-27 

Easter 2 19 April  

Sun Acts 2.14a,22-32 1 Pet 1.3-9 Jn 20.19-31 

Mon Ex 14.21-31 1 Pet.1.1-12 Jn 14. 1-17 

Tue Ex 15.1-21 1 Pet 1.13-25 Jn 14.18-31 

Wed Ex 15.22-16.10 1 Pet 2.1-10 Jn 15.1-11 

Thu Ex 16.10-22 1 Pet 2.11-25 Jn 15.12-27 

Fri Ex 16.23-36 1 Pet 3.13-4.6 Jn 16.1-15 

Sat Ex 17.1-16 1 Pet 4.7-19 Jn 16.16-33 

Easter 3 26 April  

Sun Acts 2.14a, 36-41 1 Pet 1.17-23 Lk 24.13-25 

Mon Ex 18.1-27 1 Pet 5.1-14 Mt 3.1-6 

Tues Ex 19.1-16 Col 1.1-14 Mt 3.7-12 

Wed  Ex 19.16-25 Col 1.15-23 Mt 3.13-17 

Thu  Ex20.1-21 Col 1.24-2.7 Mt 4.18-25 

Fri  Ex 24.1-18 Col 2.8-23 Mt 4.12-17 

Sat  Ex 25 1-22 Col 3.1-17 Mt 4.18-25 

Easter 4 3 May  
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Sun Acts 2.42-47 1 Pet 2.19-25 Jn 10.1-10 

Mon Ex 32. 1-20 Col 3.18-4.18 Mt 5.1-10 

Tue Ex 32.21-34 1 Thess 1.1-10 Mt 5.11-16 

Wed Ex 33.1-23 1 Thess 2.1-12 Mt 5.17-20 

Thu Ex 34.1-17 1 Thess 2.13-20 Mt 5.21-26 

Fri Ex 34.18-35 1 Thess 3.1-13 Mt 5.27-37 

Sat Ex 40.18-38 1 Thess 4.1-12 Mt 5.38-48 

Easter 5 10 May  

Sun Acts 7.55-60 1 Pet 2.2-10 Jn 14.1-14 

Mon + Lev 8.1-13, 30-36 1 Thess 4.13-18 Mt 6.1-6,16-18 

Tue Lev 16.1-19 1 Thess 5.1-11 Mt 6.7-15 

Wed Lev 16.20-34 1 Thess 5.12-28 Mt 6.19-24 

Thu Lev 19.1-18 2 Thess 1.1-12 Mt 6.25-34 

Fri Lev19.26-37 2 Thess 2.1-17 Mt 7.1-12 

Sat Lev 23.22-44 2 Thess 3.1-18 Mt 7.13-21 

Easter 6 17 May  

Sun Acts 17.22-31 1 Pet 3.13-22 Jn 14.15-2 

Mon Lev 25.1-17 Col 1.9-14 Mt 13.1-16 

Tue Lev 25.35-55 1 Tim 2.1-6 Mt 13.18-23 

Wed Lev 26.1-20, 27-42 Rev 5.1-14 Mt 22.41-46 

Thu Dan 7.9-14 Heb 2.5-18 Mt 28.16-20 

Fri 1 Sam 2.1-10 Eph 2.1-10 Mt 7.22-27 

Sat Nu 11.16-17,24-29 Eph2.11-22 Mt 7.28-8.4 

Easter 7 24 May  

Sun  Acts 1.6-14 1 Pet 4.12-14;5.6-11 Jn 17.1-11 

Mon Josh 1.1-9 Eph 3.1-13 Mt 8.5-17 

Tue 1 Sam 16.1-13a Eph 3.14-21 Mt 8.18-27 

Wed Is 4.2-6 Eph 4.1-16 Mt 8.28-34 

Ascension Day Zech 4.1-14 Eph 4.17-32 Mt 9.1-8 

Fri Jer 31.27-34 Eph 5.1-20 Mt 9.9-17 

Sat Ezek 19.3-8a,16-20 Eph 6.10-24 Mt 9.18-26 

Pentecost 31 May  

Sun Acts 2.1-21 1 Cor 12.3b-13 Jn 20.19-23 

Mon Ec 1.1-11 Gal 1.1-17 Mt 13.44-52 
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Tue Ec 2.1-17 Gal 1.18-2.10 Mt 13.53-58 

Wed Ec 2.18-3.15 Gal 2.11-21 Mt 14.1-12 

Thu Ec 3.16-4.3 Gal 3.1-14 Mt 14.13-21 

Fri Ec 5.1-7 Gal 3.15-22 Mt 14.22-36 

Sat Ec 5.8-20 Gal 3.23-4.11 Mt 15.1-20 

 

 
Self-isolating should be a doddle for me.  I’m a loner (the product of being an only child – I’m 
deliriously happy with just my own sad company), I’m painfully shy and socially awkward and I 
love time to myself to just sit and read a book.  So, these 12 weeks should be a golden gift, right?  
Wrong.  I am on day 14 of self-isolating and I have gone through a whirlwind of emotions.  I’ve 
been elated to snuggle safely at home, yet terrified of leaving the house for a daily walk and 
having the dreaded virus grab me; grateful to spend extra time with my family, yet stupidly 
stressed about work (I’m a teacher and worried about each and every pupil that is now stuck at 
home, concerned about non-exams or missing the sanctuary that school offers some of them); 
uplifted by the community spirit (I definitely wiped away a tear at our estate’s clapping for our 
NHS and carers), yet panicking over getting enough shopping in. Toilet rolls – who knew?!  To say 
it’s been a rollercoaster, is an understatement – the biggest rollercoaster in the world, that’s falling 
to pieces and been set on fire, perhaps gives a more accurate picture.  
 
I’m also a self-confessed control freak – so what do you do, when you have that control ruthlessly 
snatched away from you?  You give in.  There’s no other choice, really, is there?  And it’s that sense 
of acceptance that I’ve struggled with.  But that’s ok.  That’s what I’ve learned.  It’s ok to fail, it’s ok 
to struggle, it’s ok.... to just not be ok.  We are all going to find this a terrifying or painful 
experience at times – but that’s just us, being human.  I hope we are all able to forgive ourselves 
for panicking or for stressing.  Somehow, in all of the blackness – we have to find that ray of 
sunshine that is waiting to break through.  I found it in my students this week – I set them a task to 
spread kindness, rather than the virus.  I asked them to think about what random acts of kindness 
they could spread and then to reflect on what they had done (.....complete with metaphors and 
similes, of course.....I AM still an English teacher after all.....).  Suddenly, my inbox wasn’t constantly 
“pinging” with stress – it was “pinging” with love and kindness.  Helping dad cook dinner, helping 
a little brother with homework, mowing a neighbour’s lawn, donating toys to other people.  It went 
on and on; I was so grateful for their positivity and eagerness – it was healing balm to the bruised 
soul.  
 
And that’s when the penny dropped.  When your world gets smaller.... it’s the little things that 
count more than ever.  Instead of constantly checking the world news (and becoming more 
depressed every time I did), it’s glancing around and realising your son has just emptied the 
dishwasher without being asked to.  It’s hearing your other son making beautiful music on his newly 
arrived marimba and knowing how much his plethora of instruments makes him happy.  It’s smelling 
the roast dinner cooking in the oven and being grateful you’ve got plenty of food to go around.  
It’s receiving an email from a friend and knowing that you’re loved.   
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What I’m trying to say is – give yourself a break.  Cut yourself some slack. Be kind to yourself.  
And if along the way, you can be kind to others?  Then that would be mighty fine too.  And if you 
ever need an ear to listen or a person to talk with....I’ll happily be that person.  My email is 
tafuller101@gmail.com and I’d love to hear from you. Take care, stay safe and spread the love 
and kindness, not the virus.   

Anne Fuller 

 
Some writings from 2 people who lived very close to God. I hope they feed and inform your image of and 
relationship with our God of Love. 

 
1, Meister Eckhart  1260 -1328 

Dominican theologian and writer who was the greatest German speculative mystic. In the transcripts of his 
sermons in German and Latin, he charts the course of union between the individual soul and God. 

 
“If the only prayer you said was thank you, that would be enough.” 

 
How long will grown men and women in this world 

Keep drawing in their colouring books 

an image of God that 
makes them 

sad? 
 

It is a lie – any talk of God 
That does not 

Comfort 
You 

  

And from St Teresa of Avila    1515 - 1582 
A Carmelite nun, prominent Spanish mystic, religious reformer, author, theologian of the contemplative life 

and mental prayer, she earned the rare distinction of being declared a Doctor of the Church over four 
centuries after her death. Active during the Catholic Reformation, she reformed the Carmelite Orders of 

both women and men. The movement she initiated was later joined by the younger Spanish Carmelite friar 
and mystic, John of the Cross. 

 
Laughter came from every brick  

 

Just these two words He spoke 
Changed my life 

“Enjoy me” 
 

What a burden I thought I was to carry – 

A crucifix, as did He 
Love once said to me, “I know a song, 

Would you like to hear it?” 
 

And laughter came from every brick in the street 

And from every pore 
In the sky. 

After a night of prayer, He 
changed my life when 

He sang, 
‘Enjoy Me’ 

 
How did those priests ever get so serious 

And preach all that gloom? 

mailto:tafuller101@gmail.com
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Carmelite%20nun%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Spanish%20mystic%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=religious%20reformer%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=theologian%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=mental%20prayer%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Doctor%20of%20the%20Church%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Catholic%20Reformation%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Carmelite%20Orders%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
https://www.bing.com/search?q=John%20of%20the%20Cross%20wikipedia&form=WIKIRE
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I don’t think God 
Tickled them yet 

 

Beloved, Hurry! 

 
PS in these unusual times try to take a few moments each day to find at least one thing to give thanks to 
God for. You might want to write them down so that when you’re feeling really low you can look back and 

have your heart lifted. 
 

Fliss 

 
 

Her local Writing Group had set the task of finding a Quotation and writing about it. As a result 
of this she looked at two or three different "Books of Quotations (although she already had a few 
favourites, such as "The quality of Mercy is not strained... .for starters) but liking them didn't mean 
they leant themselves to a suitable literary offering. Finally, I decided that as in her book, the 
wasting of time was one of the biggest sins, that maybe my choice should veer towards quotes to 
do with time or its wastage. From this stand point she was heading towards "Procrastination is the 
Thief of Time", thinking back to the occasion when Eric the Love of her Life (or so she thought at the 
time) from College days, had, through a mutual friend, managed to track her down after 21 
years, to say he was back in England for 3 months, attending a University Course, and was a 
meeting likely? Well of course it was, though it meant trailing husband & children & photo Albums 
& reminisces to talk and discuss and catch up on the mutual successes or otherwise of the interim 
years. Her husband had driven them all up to the University and had been extremely fore bearing 
considering the circumstances; but then for better or worse their marriage had always been built 
on transparency. 
The expedition having gone much smoother than the participants could have imagined, the 
problem began to occur when a possible second meeting was muted. She was not a very confident 
driver, so even with Eric only an hour up the road from her, she felt it couldn't be achieved 
independently. Perhaps it was the safest decision not to go, but in her ditherings and mental 
meanderings she knew the driving thing was only a convenient peg for her hesitations. He may as 
well be 1000 miles away than an hour away, she just dared not reach him ,as Time ticked away 
and then he was gone.: but her dithering taught her a valuable lesson. This would never happen to 
her again. 
The next time it happened she was ready. Looking at her new husband, she thought back to their 
meeting, him a recent widower and her a new Divorcee. He had been on Contract in the town 
where she lived. His projects took him away a lot, and when one day, unable to get to her, he 
asked her to get to him for a change, having thoroughly learnt her lesson, she agreed.  So, armed 
with only a map, and a visibly shaking fear, but with a great deal of courage, she had set off into 
the unknown. This time she was determined to reach the man she loved. However, reason would 
interject even now. "Look before you Leap". " Marry in haste, repent at Leisure," but on the other 
hand " He who hesitates is Lost"... Quotations & Proverbs bombarded her by the bucket full, a lot 
of them to do with Time or Timing.  That was it…she would certainly use the Procrastination Quote.   
After all this time she hadn’t been guilty of it.  She’d had the courage to take a leap of faith, 
she’d gone for it the second time round.  How lucky she’d been to have been granted a second 
bite of the cherry, so to speak.  This time Procrastination would not be her downfall.  She sat down 
to write her article. 

Loretta Knaggs 
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This verse (27.25) from Matthew is only one, though much the most chilling, of many verses in the 
New Testament that blame the crucifixion of Jesus on the Jews.  They are not only chilling but 
shameful, in that they have been used to initiate and justify the persecution of the Jews over the 
centuries.  Shocking to say, we Christians are, directly and indirectly, complicit in the atrocities 
committed against the Jews and that includes the Holocaust.  What should we do about it?   
 
First, we should understand and declare publicly that it was not the Jews who crucified Jesus but 
the Romans.  Jews stoned their victims to death as we see in the stoning of Stephen in the book of 
Acts.  Crucifixion was the standard Roman punishment for those they deemed enemies of the state 
as you may remember from the film Spartacus.  The Romans were not interested in the religious 
practices of their subjects unless they threatened the security of their regime.  Pilate and his secret 
service must have decided that Jesus was attracting such a following that he posed a threat, so 
they executed him in the excruciating way in which they always dealt with "terrorists". 
 
So why did the Jews get the blame?  When the gospels were written (between 70 and 100 CE), 
the Christian communities were on the one hand bitter towards the Jews.  They had failed to 
persuade the Jews that their new faith was a development of Judaism and been thrown out of the 
synagogues. On the other hand the Christians were keen to show the Romans in the best possible 
light.  Yes, they said, you Romans crucified Jesus, but Pilate did not want to and only agreed to 
the penalty at the insistence of the High Priest and his cronies.  Moreover, it was a Roman centurion 
who said, when Jesus died, that truly he was the son of God.   
 
It was their anger at being excluded from the synagogues of the Jewish diaspora that spawned so 
many diatribes in the gospels against the Pharisees, many put into Jesus' mouth.  After the Romans 
destroyed the temple in Jerusalem in 70CE, the Pharisees became the undisputed leaders of the 
Jewish Diaspora, changing their focus of worship from the temple and its system of sacrifices to the 
Torah (the first five books of the Hebrew Bible, which is the Old Testament for Christians).  They 
were good men, not bad.  After all, St Paul was a Pharisee before his conversion and no one 
accused him of being a hypocrite or viper.   
 
Second, we should apologise for our complicity in the torture and massacre of Jewish people over 
the centuries.  We should on Good Friday see Jesus as a representative of the Jewish people and 
in commemorating his death remember the victims of such pogroms as the Inquisition and the 
Holocaust.   
 
Third, we should mark the relevant verses in the New Testament in colour preceded by the 
heading Not true. 
 
Such steps might do something to assuage the agony of Jewish people such as the mother of 
someone I met recently.  She had gone with pride and eager anticipation to hear her grandson 
play the cello solo in the St Matthew Passion in Manchester's Bridgewater Hall.  When she heard 
the words excoriating the Jews, the memory of the many members of her extended family, who 
had been gassed in Auschwitz, flooded into her mind and she left sobbing before she could hear 
her grandson play.   
 

David Hill 
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Wakening on the 20th November in our hotel near Petra, I was greeted by a song, a card and a 
present from my sister. It was of course my birthday! So that was a lovely start to my day. We all 
gathered for breakfast, with a spectacular view of the outside pool and the barren mountains 
beyond. Later we descended in the coach to the small town of Wadi Musa where you gain 
entrance to the Petra site. Today this town is the administrative centre of the area with a Museum, 
shops, hotels and restaurants for tourists. We saw a thriving community, busy with people going to 
work and children walking to school.  
Then up popped the Prophet Moses again! The name of the town Wadi Musa means the valley of 
Moses. At the opposite end of the valley to Petra there is a spring. It is said that it was here Moses 
struck the rock and brought forth water for the thirsty tribes of Israel during their flight from Egypt.  
 On the hills around our guide pointed out small settlements which were built for the Bedouin 
people who had previously occupied Petra, living in the caves there. They were rehoused after 
their valley home became a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1985. Petra has become one of the 
“must see” destinations in the world and our party helped achieve a record breaking 1.1million 
visitor in 2019.  
Some key facts: PETRA (the Greek word for stone) known as the “ROSE CITY” due to the colour of 
the sandstone was originally known as RAQMU. Today we see the remains of an extraordinary 
historical archaeological city. Originally inhabited as early as 7000BC by the 2nd century BC it 
became the capital city of the Kingdom of the NABATEANS; nomadic Arab traders. It was a major 
regional trading hub due to its proximity to the Spice and Silk routes from the Far East. Situated in 
a valley, easy to defend, surrounded by mountains, almost hidden and approached through AL-
SIQ, which is a 2Km long very narrow gorge.  
The Nabateans had expertise in harvesting and conserving rainwater enabling agriculture in this 
arid landscape. These skilled stone carvers shaped the soft pink sandstone into water channels with 
clay pipes. They carved and built the spectacular buildings and porticos we can still see today. 
The city flourished in the 1st century BC when its population peaked at a staggering 20,000! 
Becoming a client state of the Roman Empire it only lost its independence in 106AD. The Romans 
renamed it ARABIA PETRAEA but its trading importance gradually declined as sea routes 
developed.  
In the 2nd century AD several Christian churches were built and there is evidence of some existing 
buildings also being used at churches. The first known Christian church was created from the 
Nabatean Urn Tomb. This was transformed into a cathedral and consecrated to the Virgin Mary 
by Bishop Jason in 446AD.  By the mid-4th century AD the Christian community was large enough 
to support its own Bishop. Although in 363 AD an earthquake destroyed many structures the 
Christian community remained, building three churches during the 5th and 6th centuries AD. 140 
burnt scrolls were discovered in the Cathedral. Written in Greek (official language of the 
Byzantine administration) and mostly dating from 6th century they show there was a wealthy upper 
class there at that time. The scrolls contained Arabic words translated to Greek which showed 
Arabic to be the local language. In later years due to further decline Petra was abandoned to a 
few Nomads, probably the ancestors of the two local Bedouin tribe of todays.  
Incredibly it remained undiscovered until 1812! 
I had read a bit about this place before we arrived, but nothing really prepared me for the 
drama of it. After entering the Square in Petra town where the Museum was located, we were 
admitted to the UNESCO World Heritage Site. The ancient city is only accessible by foot along a 
stony path, but “alternative transport” is for hire giving employment to the local Bedouin. A couple 
of the less mobile in our party proceeded on horseback or by horse drawn buggy. We thought 
however that “Shank’s Pony” was a safer option as some of those Arab steeds looked a bit fiery! 
Later we had the option of continuing by camel or donkey. This combined with the Arab dress of 
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the locals let my imagination take me back to the time of Moses and to ask, did the three Kings 
perhaps pass by here?   
 We began to walk down the dusty open valley to the entrance of the Al-Siq gorge. The pink 
sandstone hills around had been washed by rains and sculpted into extraordinary shapes and we 
also saw numerous openings in the rock face which were the mouths of caves. The entrance is 
guarded by huge rectangular carved stone DIJN BLOCKS. Dijn translated to English means Genie 
and there are 26 of these Blocks in total in the valley. They are believed to represent Gods 
protecting those entering and leaving the valley. 
As we walked the path continued gently downhill and the walls of the valley grew closer and 
twisted at points high above our heads. The day was sunny, and the high rocks brought dramatic 
shade in contrast to the bright blue sky above us. Horse drawn buggies came rushing past with the 
sounds of the shouts of the driver and the horses hooves bouncing off the cliff faces as the animal’s 
hooves slipped and slid on parts of the path that were paved with flat stones. Though the Buggies 
had inflated wheels they rocked a lot and the occupants looked somewhat startled at the speed 
of travel and the jolting they were experiencing.  
Our guide pointed out at the edge of the path the channels carved out to transport and divert 
water. We stopped at a rectangular carved stone block with images of two Gods, with square 
“eyes”. These simple geometric shapes, the larger representing a male and smaller a female were 
believed to be places for the travellers entering the city to halt to make a sacrifice before 
continuing. Above in the rock face we saw caves used as tombs, some with carved entrances.    
On we went as the gorge narrowed, twisted and turned and the shade deepened. Then, there in 
front of us the path opened in bright sunshine to a wide valley and we looked with amazement 
upon the pillared and carved façade of AL-KHAZNEH (THE TREASURY). The scale of this façade is 
monumental and was clearly meant to impress. Built in the 1st century AD when the city was 
flourishing its name is deceptive as it was in fact not a Treasury but made as the mausoleum of the 
Nabatean King Aretas IV. The valley was thronged with people standing looking in awe and 
taking photographs as the buggies and horses wound their way through the throng and camels 
and donkeys waited patiently for the next customer.  
We turned to the rest of what we could see from this wide place noting the line of stalls with 
bright coloured awnings stretching below the cliff to our left. In true Arab tradition the trading 
continues today, as centuries before this but now with souvenirs for sale. We entered a cave 
where the low ceiling showed the incredible coloured strata of the rock ranging from apricot to 
rust to purple. It was easy to imagine people and animals using this for shelter. The amazing 
circular Theatre opened up to us on the left with its carved stepped seating and separate 
entrances for the principal, second and third actor and another one for the chorus. This was a 
place not just for trade but for entertainment and culture too.  
Our further exploration showed us other wonders. Up high on the cliff the Royal Tombs, the High 
Place of Sacrifice, the Great Temple and further down the valley the Colonnaded Street and 
Street of Facades. The earlier Nabatean religion was thought to be one which honoured the Sun, 
Moon and elements. Had we taken a camel ride or longer hike to the far end of the valley we 
would have reached The Monastery, similar in design to the Treasury but bigger, built in the 1st 
cent BC as an impressive tomb but later probably used as a Christian church as crosses are found 
on the internal walls. Petra even in its ruined state is still today truly an awesome place. With all 
its visitors milling about it is reminiscent of the bustling city it once was where a constant procession 
of travellers, visitors and pilgrims passed along the same paths as we do today. 
Having begun as a group we had all dispersed as we explored. We then made our dusty way 
back up the hill to where we began, for a well-deserved choc ice and a sit down outside the shop 
by the Museum. Having had time to explore that, we reassembled and were taken to a busy 
restaurant in Wadi Musa to experience a traditional feast.  Then back to the hotel for a rest 
before an optional after dinner walk through Petra at night or alternatively a Turkish bath.  
A word now about our fellow pilgrims. Knowing nobody when we arrived we were soon to feel at 
home with them. Chatting when travelling, sharing a table at mealtimes we quickly established that 
two families in the party from Fermanagh, though unrelated, shared our maiden name of Johnston 
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and were also farming neighbours of our uncle. We felt we had joined another part of the clan 
with them! Others from the town were close neighbours and friends of our cousins. They all quickly 
took us under their wing and by the time we had reached Petra we also discovered that the guy 
with the fold up guitar in a rucksack was the son of your High School Music teacher and 
Choirmaster Mr Peel!  
One of the first people I had chatted with at the airport was the diminutive Mary from Co Dublin. 
Dressed in a startling pink coat, long blond wig sporting dramatic turquoise eye shadow and 
wearing an orthopaedic boot and aided by a crutch she had clearly undergone Chemotherapy. 
She openly shared with us that she had somehow survived stage 4 Cancer for three years. She 
firmly believed God had ordained this and said she had been referred to by the medics as a 
“walking miracle”. She was determined to undertake this pilgrimage in the belief that she would 
be cured of her illness. I have rarely witnessed such bravery, dogged determination and faith as 
hers. Others too had experienced life threatening illness and bereavement and hoped this 
experience would bring them healing. Many like use were simply fulfilling a lifetime ambition in 
undertaking this journey.  
That evening we became aware of another custom within the group. The after dinner Ceilidh! 
Normally led by Garth “the man with the guitar” this evening it was minus him as he was suffering 
with a bad cold but some of the party gathered in Rev William’s suite and enjoyed a bit of craic. 
We retired for a good night’s sleep. Unfortunately for me just two hours later this was not to be, 
as the spectre of food poisoning engulfed me.  
Next morning suitable medicated and feeling very wobbly I boarded the bus to find Phil, the 
Framer from Wicklow, whom I had met over the vegetables the night before must have eaten the 
same fusty tasting Courgette as I did as he too had been ill. As we travelled north through the 
desert Phil’s condition was causing concern due to some recent undiagnosed medical issues. My 
sister Eleanor being a trained Nurse was consulted. The decision was made to err on the side of 
caution and although we were miles from the nearest town we detoured to a Medical Centre set 
up as a drop in centre for the local Bedouin. Here he was checked out and given IV fluids. Eleanor, 
accompanying him was totally shocked at the unhygienic conditions and procedures at the Clinic. 
Jordan is a big Medical Tourism destination but clearly here in the desert those standards do not 
apply. We gave thanks for our NHS. 
Due to our detour our schedule was altered so we did not take the long drive north to Jerash to 
see the most extensive and well preserved Roman ruins in the Middle East. Instead we went to 
Amman to a very swish Restaurant which supplied some lovely looking food. I was fasting and by 
this time two others were also feeling unwell. As night fell we approached the border with Israel 
driving through bustling dusty towns busy with shoppers and populated with pick-up trucks. The 
border crossing was somewhat tense. At both Border posts we had to unload our own bags to be 
scanned, re-claimed and re-loaded. Passports were collected, checked and stamped and Visas 
issued and eventually with bags on a new coach we drove in darkness up a winding road to 
arrive just south of the Golan Heights at Kibbutz Afik, our accommodation for the next three nights. 
 Stepping off the coach we skipped dinner as I was fasting and by then Eleanor was also feeling 
unwell. Having been given a key we walked through a garden with lush Mediterranean 
vegetation to our Chalet. Our luggage was transported for us and we quickly tumbled gratefully 
into bed. 
 After yesterday’s journey through the barren desert and the long drive in the darkness of Jordan 
awakening the next morning to rays of Israeli sunshine and the song of a Blackbird, it truly felt like 
we had arrived in Paradise! I thought of Moses and the tribes of Israel on their journey as they 
viewed this land of Galilee with its springs, inland “sea” and lush Autumn vegetation and 
understood what it must have felt like to arrive in “the Promised Land”.   
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Anne Taylor 

 

The Nicene Creed The Faith of a Thomas Believer 

The Lord Jesus Christ will come again in glory 
to judge the living and the dead and his 
kingdom will have no end. 

I believe that God's reign is here and now, 
stretched out all around us for those 
with eyes to see it, hearts to receive it, 
and hands to make it happen. 

 

The previous verse was based on the premise that Jesus did not want us to worship him but to imitate him.  

This verse states that the kingdom of God is not in heaven or in the future after death but here and now 

and that we have a part to play in bringing it about.  

So much of the Church's focus  has been on the afterlife.  She has promised heaven to those who believe 

her doctrine and promised hell to those who don't.  While some individuals and communities have tried to 

alleviate poverty and heal the sick, the institution of the church has usually backed the establishment and 

turned the attention of its followers away from this life to the next.   
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The pre-Easter Jesus was not very interested in the afterlife.  It was the creators of the post-Easter Jesus 

who switched the focus onto life after death, and put into his mouth the words he speaks, for instance in 

John 14, "In my Father's house there are many dwelling places.  If it were not so, would I have told you 

that I go to prepare a place for you?" 

The pre-Easter Jesus called his followers to share in the work of making God's will effective in the here 

and now.  He taught his disciples to pray for God's values to reign on earth as in heaven, for bread for 

all, for the cancellation of debts and for the rejection of violence.  But prayer alone is useless.  It has to 

lead to our action - now.     

David Hill  

 

 

 

 

It was suggested that I write an article for the e-newsletter giving some idea as to what goes 
on in the Diocesan Office.  Every time I thought of how I could approach this I found I was 
overwhelmed by the varied roles and jobs that go on here.  I couldn’t put it all into one or 
two paragraphs.  So, I have decided to do a series of articles on a particular aspect of the 
Diocesan office each time.   I hope this will not be dull but will help inform you the 
reader.  So here goes with the first one…………… 
 
Croftcarnoch Cottage, Killiecrankie, was gifted to the Diocese of St Andrews, Dunkeld and 
Dunblane by Bridget Mellor when she died in the 1970s.  When Bridget took ownership of 
the property it consisted of a sitting room, a bedroom and a bathroom and tacked on the 
end was a further bedroom and a kitchen.  During her time of ownership Bridget added to 
the building which extended the house to create a three bedroomed (sleeps 5) home with a 
large living room and a spacious kitchen.   There is a bathroom, shower room and a WC. 
When Bridget left the cottage to the Diocese the stipulation was that it should be used to 
offer affordable accommodation for clergy to enjoy some rest and relaxation.  The Diocese 
has let the property for clergy retreat and holiday for many years and recently the 
accommodation has been upgraded and improved to make that retreat and holiday 
experience a relaxed and comfortable one.  
  
If you would like to know more about the cottage and how you could book a few nights there 
check out the Diocesan Website  https://standrews.anglican.org/or contact Eleanor at the 
Diocesan office at admin@standrews.anglican.org 
 

Carol Aitchison - Bishop's PA and Office Manager 

https://standrews.anglican.org/
mailto:admin@standrews.anglican.org
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The Psalms are the Jewish Hymnbook known and used by Jesus. Written over many centuries, 
many of them by King David, they plumb the depths of human misery, regret, fear and despair 
but also soar to the heights of thankfulness and praise for our faithful loving God. If we don’t 
normally read/pray the Psalms, now is the time to start. Where to start? Well, we could read one 
a day, there are 150 so it would probably take us to the tail end of the pandemic (hopefully) but 
here are a few to get us going.  
 
139 is a favourite of many people, ‘O Lord you have searched me and known me’ (we cannot be 
separated from God) 
then 23, ‘The Lord is my shepherd’ 
130  ‘Out of the depths have I cried out to thee, O Lord’ 
121       ‘I lift up mine eyes to the hills, from whence doth my help come? 
 8  ‘O Lord our God, how majestic is thy name in all the earth! 
 Try some of these as well 
 19,  25, 34, 103, 104, 121, 131, 148, 
And then 22 which includes the words of Jesus from the Cross. ‘My God, my God why have you 
forsaken me?’ 
It doesn’t matter which translation/paraphrase we use. Use the one that speaks more clearly to 
you. 
We may well find that we want to learn a verse or two to use as a prayer ‘on the go’ 

Fliss  

Hello everyone! 

This was going to be our announcement for the next children’s fundraiser, but 

circumstances have overtaken us, so this will be launched when things are back to 

normal. In the meantime, get saving your £2 coins!!! 

Sunday Skool 

Corner 
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We are fortunate in the fact that the number of meeting groups, clubs and other societies is growing 

and new members, of course are always welcome, but whom would you contact for details of a 

particular group, or, if you wanted to set up a new group how would you advertise it.  Well now 

those problems are solved, look here.  I would like to publish, each month, contact details of each of 

our meeting groups, and for new groups, details of what they plan to do. 

Group What When, where Contact 

200 Club Fundraising Monthly prize draw Christine Croft 

Thursday Morning 

Group 

Discussion group,  Thursdays 10:00am, Meeting room Jan Campbell 

Healing/ Pastoral 

Care 

Prayer group & to 

visit people who 

are unwell 

10.00am 1st Monday each month, 

Meeting room, homes, hospital, etc. 

Fr David or Irene 

Stephenson 

Flowers Church decoration Weekly Jan Campbell 

June Lindsay 

Margaret Smith 

Book club Discussion group Monthly Nan Kennedy,  

Jan Campbell 

Kinross and District 

Men’s Shed 

Men’s activity and 

social group 

Weekly Robert Walker 

Craft Group  2nd and 4th Tues each month Katherine Little 

01577 862 745 

Kinross Churches 

Together 

Ecumenical Group  Jan Campbell 

Music Group  11:00am service, 3rd Sunday each 

month 

Fr David or Anita 

Kelty and District 

Loving Hands 

We Knit, Sew, 

Crochet and 

Fundraise for 

Charity 

Kelty Community Centre Mondays 

12:45 – 2:45pm 

Nesta Hogg or 

Christine Croft 

Property Convenor     Point of contact for any building or grounds  Patrick Milne Home 

                                Problems 

Grounds The Church grounds are kindly maintained by Norman Smith  

 The Peace Garden is maintained by volunteers from Broke not Broken 

Magazine Distribution Please contact David Hill or complete the application form at the back of the 

magazine if you wish to have a copy posted to you direct.    

I am happy to expand this to include groups out with St Paul’s so if you want an “external” society 

to be included please send me the details. 

February 2020 

1st Prize Robert Walker 

2nd Prize Kindly donated back to church 

3rd Prize Kindly donated back to church 

 

March 2020 

1st Prize Kindly donated back to church 

2nd Prize Kindly donated back to church 

3rd Prize Pauline Watson 

Because we cannot get 2 signatures easily on a cheque, we will hold the prizes over until the 

situation improves. 
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The membership of the 200 club is unfortunately decreasing, each new member means an increase 

to the prize fund so if want to become a member or want to increase you existing membership so 

that you have a better chance of winning even more money, contact Christine on 

christine.croft@gmx.com. 

For information on the book group contact  Jan Campbell   

Contact: Katherine Little, 21 Beverage Place, 01577 862745 

Meetings:  2nd and 4th Tuesday evenings, starting Feb 11th   

Contact Jan Campbell for information about Thursday Morning Group activities. 

If you would like to become part of the Pastoral Care Group, please do contact us as we would like 

to extend the scope of this ministry of St. Paul’s Kinross.  

Our music group needs more players.  We provide the music for the 11.00am service on the 3 rd 

Sunday of each month, if you think you can help, have a reasonable level of competency (which we 

will encourage and develop) then why not give it a try, contact Fr David or Anita for more details.  

Donations for flowers should be given to Jan Campbell, if you have a special request, please speak 

to the team. 

Contact Robert Walker for more information on the Kinross and District Men’s Shed. 

Contact David Hill for information on the Fossoway and District Men’s Breakfast Group. 

We are a very friendly and welcoming group who meet every week to knit, sew, crochet and 

fundraise for charity.  At present we support lots of different charities, both at home or abroad, and 

also supply essential supplies to numerous hospitals. Please pop along one week to see what we are 

up to and join in the fun. 

 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE CLUBS WILL NOT BE RUNNING DURING THE LOCKDOWN. PLEASE 
REMEMBER THEM IN YOUR PRAYERS AND HOPE THAT THINGS WILL IMPROVE QUICKLY AND 
LIFE WILL GET BACK TO NORMAL.  
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“You can cut all the flowers but you cannot keep Spring from coming” - Pablo 

Neruda 

No matter how many adversities life creates in our path, our hope can never be 

killed. It can shrink and diminish, but it can never disappear forever. From a small 

seed, hope blossoms into a beautiful and exquisite flower that gives colour to our 

lives. 
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What happened to St Paul on the road to Damascus? What made him change from a persecutor 
of Christians who had been present at the stoning of Stephen into the apostle to the Gentiles?  
Had he been suppressing doubts that culminated in a mental crisis, doubts made all the sharper by 
feelings of guilt and shame at the cruel treatment he had meted out to followers of Jesus?  
Whatever he saw and heard changed him totally. 
 
He and Jesus were born about the same time into very different environments.  Paul grew up in 
Antioch, capital city of the Roman province of Syria with a population of half a million.  We can 
deduce from his Roman citizenship that his family was rich and well connected and from his status 
as a Pharisee that he was highly educated.  Jesus grew up in Nazareth, a poor village a few miles 
from Sepphoris, the main city of Galilee, sacked by the Romans in 4BCE.  Jesus was born into the 
peasant class and may have joined the ascetic Essenes, a sect rivalling in influence the Pharisees 
and Sadducees.  Jesus and Paul were both executed by Rome. 
 
We know much of what Paul wrote and did, partly from the Acts of the Apostles and partly from 
his letters.  It is important to understand that only seven of the 13 letters attributed to Paul in the 
New Testament were actually written by him:  1 Thessalonians, Galatians,  1 Corinthians, Philemon, 
Philippians,  2 Corinthians and Romans.  It is in the other letters, written later and reflecting the 
views of the authors' communities, that you find conservative and off-putting attitudes to women 
and slavery. 
 
Apart from isolated purple passages such as that on love, the letters are very difficult to 
understand.  Passages read out during services often mean nothing to the worshippers and might 
as well be in the original Greek.  
 
But help in understanding is available in a book entitled "The Sacred Writings of Paul".  Each of 
the ten chapters deals with a single theme.  On the right hand page there are passages selected 
from the genuine letters to illustrate Paul's thinking on the theme and on the left an illuminating 
commentary.  For example Chapter 4 is headed "The Call to Community" and provides a 
commentary on 40 passages devoted to that theme.   
 
Perhaps it is a book for every member of a church dedicated to St Paul. 
 
The Sacred Writings of Paul by Ron Miller, Skylight Paths 2007 
(available from Cornerstone Bookshop, St John's Terrace Princes Street, Edinburgh, 0131 229 3776) 
David Hill 
 
 

“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope 

and confidence.” - Helen Keller 

Faith can manifest in many ways, but one of its most powerful elements are optimism 

and confidence. Having faith in ourselves and in the goodness of the universe allows 

us to see life in an optimistic way and to act confidently in any circumstances.  
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Today, I sat in the garden and watched the birds feeding a few yards away (sorry, I don’t talk new 
money); there were all our regular visitors, the ones who recognise whether it’s the black and white 
cat (stay clear, Clarence is here)) or any of the other three (it’s all right, we’re safe, lads, tuck in). 
The squirrel was up in the silver birch tree just waiting its chance to come down and the only sounds 
were the breeze through the bamboos at the far end of the garden and bird song. It was a moment 
of utter peace and tranquillity and a quiet contentment. And when I went inside at the end of that 
same day, after a day gardening, I painted.  
“Silence before dawn” seems a very good metaphor for what is happening around us: the silence 
of self-isolation or social distancing being something we are learning to live with. Yet, the knowledge 
that dawn will always bring light is such a powerful force. The situation at the moment is frightening, 
and it feels dark and alien for a great majority. But it also offers such moments of peace which can 
be lost when “normality” is about us; time to sit and watch the birds, and to listen to the silence and 
feel the air we breathe. When the dawn does come, after this silence, I hope we have learned to 
value those moments of mindfulness and keep them with us.  
For many people, living in such a situation is very hard and I admit that having my wonderful husband 
with me is something I treasure. But since having Parkinson’s, my world had already shrunk in many 
ways. Physically speaking, that is. OK, I can’t go out by myself, I can’t drive to places, can’t walk 
without support; too nervous on motorways as a passenger to want to travel far anyway. A bit like 
the enforced isolation and distance imposed now to keep us safe.  
My physical sphere is now the house and the garden and the bit of lane outside from where I can 
look out over the fields. It has been for quite a few years now. But that doesn’t stop me or keep me 
locked in a prison; I go to new lands, new planets, discover entire new universes of possibilities. I 
see myself dancing through time and space like Dr Who with a walking stick instead of a sonic 
screwdriver – note to BBC, after a female Doctor, why not a disabled one? Through painting, I find 
new horizons and new worlds, as I do when writing poetry. There are no boundaries to the 
imagination, no limits to where you can go. The only limits are the ones we impose on ourselves when 
we refuse to adapt and accept, when we fail to see that the real boundaries lie in our own minds. 
Let loose the chains around your imagination and fly; without a map as to where you’re going, or a 
fixed destination in mind, better still. Enjoy the journey.  
With love to everyone out there and my prayers that you stay safe and well. 

 

One moment 

In one single moment  

a tide turns,  

land touches sky, 

fingerdipped blushing pink  

soft shafts of light  

stroke purple night; 

waves sigh,  

whisper sssshush 

across salty sands 

in one single second - 

with no dramatic pause 

elements blend 

as sea kisses land kisses sea 

against trembling new horizons 

 
Jan Sargeant 
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Meditation from The Northumbria Community Office Book 
When I look at the blood all I see is love, love, love. 
When I stop at the Cross I can see the love of God. 
  
But I can’t see competition, I can’t see hierarchy, 
I can’t see pride or prejudice or the abuse of authority,  
I can’t see lust for power, I can’t see manipulation.  
I can’t see rage or anger or selfish ambition.     
I can’t see unforgiveness, I can’t see hate or envy,  
I can’t see stupid fighting, or bitterness or jealousy. 
I can’t see empire building, I can’t see self-importance 
I can’t see back stabbing or vanity, or arrogance. 
  
I see surrender, sacrifice, salvation , humility, 
righteousness, 
Faithfulness, grace, forgiveness, 
Love, Love…Love 
       When I stop at the Cross I can see the love of God. 
  

  Fliss 
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And don’t forget – we are now the history exam question of the future! 
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SMART ASS 
 
One day a farmer's donkey fell down 
into a well. The animal cried piteously for 
hours as the farmer tried to figure out 
what to do. Finally, he decided the 
animal was old, and the well needed to 
be covered up anyway; it just wasn't 
worth it to retrieve the donkey. 
He invited all his neighbours to come over 
and help him. They all grabbed a shovel 
and began to shovel dirt into the well. At 
first, the donkey realized what was 
happening and cried horribly. Then, to 
everyone's amazement he 
quieted down. 
A few shovel loads later, the farmer finally looked down the well. He was astonished at what he 
saw. With each shovel of dirt that hit his back, the donkey was doing something amazing. He 
would shake it off and take a step up. 
As the farmer's neighbours continued to shovel dirt on top of the animal, he would shake it off and 
take a step up. Pretty soon, everyone was amazed as the donkey stepped up over the edge of 
the well and happily trotted off! 
Life is going to shovel dirt on you, all kinds of dirt. The trick to getting out of the well is to shake it 
off and take a step up. Each of our troubles are a steppingstone. We can get out of the deepest 
wells just by not stopping, never giving up! Shake it off and take a step up. 
Remember the five simple rules to be happy: 
Free your heart from hatred - Forgive. 
Free your mind from worries - Most never happen. 
Live simply and appreciate what you have. 
Give more.  
Expect less. 
What happens to you isn't nearly as important as how you react to it. 

 

NOW........... 

Enough of that...  The donkey later came 
back and bit the farmer who had tried to 
bury him. The gash from the bite got 
infected and the farmer eventually died in 
agony from septic shock. 
 

 

MORAL FROM TODAY'S LESSON: 

When you do something wrong, and try to cover your ass, it always comes back to bite you!!! 
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Just in case any of the congregation might be interested, 
Wintershall ( Life of Christ, Lochiehead Nativity Play etc) are 
producing this year’s “The Passion of Jesus”, usually held in 
Trafalgar Square, via pre-recorded live stream on Good Friday at 
12pm and 3pm. It will be available on the Wintershall Facebook 
page. 

 Lizzie Montgomery 
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A Prayer for St Paul’s 

Growing Congregations 

Holy, heavenly Trinity, 
three in one and one in three, 

we long to glimpse your perfect 

Majesty. 

Devoted God, 
cradling Father, 

thank you for St Paul’s Church 
as place, sanctuary, tranquillity, 

a haven of peace in the relentlessness of 
daily life. 

Devoted God, 
befriending Christ, 

thank you for St Paul’s Church 
as people, family, 

companions on the Way, 
disciples called to tell your stories, 

to bear each other’s joys 
and sorrows, and to share your precious 

Gospel gift. 
Devoted God, refreshing Spirit, 

thank you for St Paul’s Church 
as presence,  

steward of your love, 
channel of your grace, 

herald of your coming Kingdom. 

In our prayers, help us to listen 
for your constant whisper of 

encouragement. Inspire our decisions, 
sharpen our vision and lead us out as 

messengers and healers into your 

wounded yet wonderful world. 

Amen. 

© Vestry of St Paul’s, Kinross 

 


